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groovy kind of love
Jess and Tom
Jess and Tom first met while they were working on cruise ships – Jess as a singer
and dancer and Tom as a circus performer and teacher. “Tom asked me out by
slipping four date night envelopes under my door for me to open whenever I
fancied a date with him,” she recalls. “From this point on, we have been virtually
inseparable.”
Tom’s proposal was magical. He whisked Jess on a surprise trip to Iceland and – following
an elaborate string of “Will you…?” questions – he popped the most important question of
all during a starlit evening at Iceland’s Blue Lagoon.
Their wedding plans fell into place when they stumbled across Tunnels Beaches while out
crabbing on Ilfracombe Beach. “I fell in love immediately and we both knew the idyllic
scenery was the perfect place to celebrate our wedding,” says Jess. The couple decided to
plan a vibrant celebration that reflected their personalities. “We decided to go with anything
that felt right and hope that because it came from us it would all fit in nicely,” says Jess.
Each member of the wedding party wore Converse trainers in all the colours of the
rainbow, which matched the buttonholes of the grooms party and floral crowns of the
bridesmaids. Tom teamed his green Converse with an ensemble to reflect his personality.
“I wanted something that was ‘Tom’,” he explains. “I love to be relaxed, ready to dance, do
the splits, do a flip, climb on top of things and generally go a bit crazy.” He opted for beige
chinos, fitted white shirt with brown braces and “professor looking brown dicky bows.”
Jess wore a floaty Carol Li gown accessorised with delicate daisy and rose clips in her hair.
The couple personalised their celebration space by hanging photos from various moments
of their relationship and scattered colourful shells on the tables flanked by rainbowcoloured flowers in jam-jars to tie in with the vibrant vibe of the day.
A riveting mix of entertainment maintained the eclectic, lively atmosphere of the day.
Violinist Kate Chruscicka played before and during the ceremony – including the ‘Back To
the Future’ theme tune – while Jess’s bridesmaids performed several harmonies prepared
especially for the event.
With Tom working as a sea lion and penguin trainer at the time, the couple arranged for a
real penguin to be the ring bearer. When the penguin was unable to attend, Jess’s brother
(who performs in Cirque de Soleil) stepped in, back flipping the rings up the aisle dressed
in a penguin costume!
A beach barbecue was followed by a performance by the best man’s band and the
performance de résistance: Jess and Tom’s first dance, which took the fantastic form of a
Flashdance rendition “complete with costumes and the lift!”
The rest of the evening saw “awesome fireworks, rocking tunes, my bridesmaids
singing and performing a Beyoncé classic, cutting our sea lion wedding cake, paella and
marshmallows melted on the fire pit,” Jess adds.
A day crammed with memorable moments, Tom shares a few personal highlights as
“looking into the congregation during the ceremony and seeing some of the most
incredible people I’ve met in my life and realising how fortunate I am; being blown away
when my Jess walked out of that tunnel and being hit by an emotional tide – and walking up
the aisle to ‘Back to the Future’ feeling like a king!”

Photography Travers and Brown
Venue Tunnels Beaches, Ilfracombe
Dress Carol Li Couture from Belles Outlet, Woking
Groom’s suit: Chino Next
Trainers Converse

Shirt Zara
Braces and bow tie H&M

Hair Golds, Ilfracombe
Flowers Goodenough Flowers, Ilfracombe 01271 879749
Violinist Kate Chruscicka
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